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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a generic two-stage optimization model and a simulation framework for on-demand
grocery delivery. The proposed simulation framework can be used to reproduce any historical day’s behaviour
or evaluating various what-if scenarios. The two-stage optimization model’s objective is to minimize the
Cost Per Delivery (CPD) and maximize Customer Experience (CX). In the first stage, Last-Mile (LM)
delivery optimization is modelled as a Pickup and Delivery Problem with Time Windows (PDPTW). Both
static and dynamic variants of the PDPTW model are tried out and compared to their performances. A
Just-In-Time (JIT) heuristic is integrated with PDPTW to minimize waiting time. The second stage solves
the First-Mile (FM) delivery optimization using a multi-objective assignment model for trading off between
the CPD and CX. The proposed framework is simulated with actual order data and it was found that the
the dynamic PDPTW model results in significant savings in CPD while maintaining a good CX.
1

INTRODUCTION

The e-grocery industry is booming due to the current pandemic situation. Customers prefer to order online
their daily needs, including groceries, to avoid unnecessary social interactions. Consequently, in metro
cities, customers are getting used to this unparalleled convenience of online delivery. The trend is expected
to remain the same even after the COVID pandemic. Currently, the e-grocery market value is estimated
at $2.9 billion in India in 2020. The annual growth rate is predicted to be over 30 %. Many companies
are in the race to capture market share and unlock the growth potential. On-demand grocery delivery is
one of the competitive business services to provide a great customer experience. This paper focuses only
on the on-demand grocery delivery, where customer demands need to be satisfied within a specific time
(aka promised Service Level Agreement or SLA) from the ordered time. On-demand service’s operational
challenges are much higher than any scheduled delivery services due to the short decision-making period.
It is very important for the delivery system to be efficient. This efficiency can be directly translated into
business profits or customer satisfaction. The challenge is to provide timely delivery of orders with minimal
Cost Per Delivery (CPD). The timely delivery is defined as the order is delivered within SLA. The Customer
Experience (CX) is a function of delay.
The CPD comprises travel pay (i.e., FM and LM pay) and wait-time pay. The waiting time is defined as
the time spent by a Delivery Executive (DE) at the store waiting for the order to be prepared. This problem
maps to a Multi-Depot Pickup Delivery Problem with Time Windows (MDPDPTW) (Ramos et al. 2020).
In MDPDPTW, each DE location can be treated as a depot, stores as the pickup locations, and customers
as the delivery locations. However, the large scale of the problem and the necessity of a near-real-time
solution make it infeasible to solve through MDPDPTW. Moreover, the MDPDPTW is not very helpful in
minimizing the waiting time at a store. For example, if some orders have longer preparation time, because
they have too many items to be packed, they could be assigned later. Consequently, DE will not be spending
significant waiting time at the store for the order to be ready. The classic MDPDPTW with constant drop
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cost does not help in postponing long preparation time orders. Ideally, during peak hours (i.e., when the
system has fewer DEs as compared to the number of orders), longer preparation time orders should be
dropped in order to assign urgent orders and maintain the SLA. In this paper, we propose an optimization
framework to handle these challenges of the e-grocery delivery business.
The e-grocery delivery is quite similar to on-demand food delivery. There is limited literature on the
on-demand meal delivery routing problem. Reyes et al. (2018) has formally defined the Meal Delivery
Routing Problem (MDRP) and relevant crucial business metrics. The authors have proposed an optimization
model for overcoming the scale challenge and real-time solution. In this paper, a system-wide standard
batch size (i.e., bundles of orders) is decided based on the DE availability and active orders. Then, orders
are batched using a parallel-insertion algorithm. The assignment of the batches is modelled using an Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) problem. However, a system-wide standard batch size may not be appropriate
and should depend on the type of orders. For instance, during peak hours, there will be a low number of
DEs compared to the number of orders and this algorithm will set large batch size to compensate for that.
Consequently, the Order to Delivery (O2D) time will be significant and food will lose freshness. Ulmer
et al. (2021) have studied the problem of restaurant meal delivery under uncertainty in order-ready times.
Authors have formulated the problem as a Markov Decision Process to postpone orders having large orderto-prepared time. This paper has provided a good literature review on the MDRP problems and compared
their objectives, scalability, postponement etc. Liao et al. (2020) have modelled the MDRP problem as a
multi-objective ILP. The goals are to maximize CX as well as DE balance utilization and minimize carbon
footprint. DE balance utilization ensures that all DEs get a similar number of orders (i.e., promoting equal
earning). The problem is solved in a two-stage approach. In the first stage, an initial number of drivers
are found via the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II). Also, the initial routes are
formed via PCA and the k-means algorithm. In the second stage, the initial solution is improved via the
Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search (ALNS) algorithm. This approach’s performance is compared with
Simulated Annealing (SA) and Tabu Search (TS) algorithms. However, this approach is demonstrated with
only 100 orders and may not provide real-time solutions for large-scale problems. Kottakki et al. (2020)
have presented a multi-objective assignment problem for the First-Mile (FM) delivery optimization. In
this paper, the CPD and the CX trade-off are modelled as a weighted combination. Moreover, a penalty
function is used for trading off the cost of assigning and not assigning a batch. Authors have implemented
the proposed model in a food-tech company and compared their results against a base algorithm with actual
data. Paul et al. (2020) have addressed both the FM and Last-Mile (LM) delivery optimization problem
for on-demand food delivery. The proposed solution is experimented with real data to provide a real-time
solution for large scale of orders. Moreover, this paper proposed an algorithm to perform the batching
and assignment in an integrated manner by providing all the feasible candidate batches to the assignment
problem. The assignment problem is modelled as a multi-objective optimization problem. Further, the
Just-In-Time (JIT) concept is introduced in this paper to minimize the food waiting time. Finally, this
paper concluded that JIT and integrated batching assignment results in significant savings in CPD while
maintaining CX. Unlike food, Alonso-Mora et al. (2017) have studied the batching and assignment problem
for on-demand high capacity ride sharing. This paper has proposed heuristics and an exact approach for
solving the ILP to minimize travel delay and re-balancing idle vehicles. Despite having a lot of similarity
with the on-demand ride-sharing, the on-demand food delivery problem is relatively complex because of
the additional requirement of JIT. In e-grocery delivery optimization literature, most of the work is focused
on scheduled delivery (Pan et al. 2017; Leyerer et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2020; Vazquez-Noguerol et al.
2020). Therefore, these problems are more flexible in terms of solution time.
The on-demand e-grocery delivery problems are relatively less complex than food delivery in terms
of scale. We can split a city into multiple zones containing multiple stores, given the e-grocery delivery
is happening at a store level. Thus, the problem can be broken down into a smaller scale and solved
without much interaction. The smaller problem scale motivates trying out Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP)
variants to obtain higher-order optimal batches. In this paper, we have split the e-grocery delivery problem
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into two stages. The LM optimization is performed in Stage 1 via a Pickup Delivery Problem with Time
Windows (PDPTW). In Stage 2, the FM optimization is modelled as a multi-objective optimization problem
to minimize the DE travel distance, waiting time at the restaurant, and delivery within SLA. A Discrete
Event Simulation (DES) framework is described to compare the performance of the proposed algorithms
and a few policies for e-grocery delivery. The objectives of this paper are: (i) to develop a simulation (DES)
framework for simulating the e-grocery delivery system, (ii) to develop a novel two-stage optimization
method for solving the delivery cost optimization problem, (iii) to compare two variants of the vehicle
routing problem for solving the LM delivery optimization, (iv) to build a JIT heuristic for waiting time
minimization, and (v) to compare the algorithms in proposed simulation framework with real order data.
2

MODEL

This section starts by introducing the e-grocery delivery optimization problem with suitable examples. In
the later part of this section, the DES, LM optimization, and FM optimization frameworks are discussed.
The overall e-grocery delivery optimization problem is solved on a rolling horizon basis. In any
given decision cycle (aka cron), the system has a set of customer orders (i.e., O = {O1 , O2 , O3 , · · · , On }),
a corresponding set of stores (i.e., S = {S1 , S2 , S3 , · · · , Sm }), and a set of available DEs (i.e., DE =
{DE1 , DE2 , DE3 , · · · , DEk }). The customer locations corresponding to order set O are denoted by C (i.e.,
C = {C1 ,C2 ,C3 , · · · ,Cn }). In every cron, the system needs to decide on the routing of the orders, DE
assignment, dropping the high-waiting-time orders that could be assigned in a later decision cycle.
Figure 1 shows the process view of the system. In this instance, four customer orders are placed from
three different stores (C1 and C2 from S1, C3 from S2, and C4 from S3) and four DEs are available for
assignment. The LM optimization model returned two batches (B1 = {O1 , O2 }, B2 = {O3 , O4 }) with the
sequence: (i) S1 −→ C1 −→ C2 and (ii) S2 −→ S3 −→ C3 −→ C4 . Later, in the FM optimization stage, DE1
gets assigned to B1 and DE3 gets assigned to B2 . The dotted line indicates the distance to be travelled in
the absence of batching. Batching more orders saves the LM distance travelled per order and hence CPD.

Figure 1: Process view of on-demand grocery delivery.
Figure 2 shows the key events in a decision cycle (i.e., cron). In the first step, the system considers
all new orders and the orders not yet picked up. Once batches are formed using the LM optimization
algorithm, the batches participate for assignment to the DEs (i.e., FM optimization). A couple of past
orders are completed in the current cron, and a few DEs become available for new orders.
2.1 Simulation Framework
The grocery delivery system is modelled using Discrete Event Simulation (DES) methodology and implemented via SymPy (Matloff 2008) in Python. Figure 3 shows the conceptual diagram of the proposed
simulation framework. Figure 4 shows the timeline view of the grocery delivery system. Once a customer
order is received, the store confirms the order. Upon confirmation, immediately, the order starts getting
packed. Time prediction models are called for Order to Packed (O2P) time. The goal is to make a
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Figure 2: Decision cycle view,
Just-In-Time (JIT) assignment based on this predicted O2P so that DE does not wait at the store. The
system runs a batching algorithm (i.e., for LM optimization) and an assignment algorithm (i.e., for FM
optimization) in the back end to decide when the order should be assigned (Order to Assigned Time or
O2A), which DE to assign, and what route sequence to follow. Once the order is assigned to a DE, the
DE confirms the order and starts travelling towards the store.
The DE reaches the store after FM time (calculated based on the Haversine distance between the DE
location, store location, and DE speed). Once DE goes to the store, the order is picked up after a service
time if the order is ready. If O2P is underestimated, the DE spends additional waiting time at the store. After
order pickup, the DE delivers the order to the customers in the pre-decided routing sequence. The critical
events in this simulation are: new order arrival, store confirmation, DE assignment, DE confirmation, DE
arrival at store, order pickup, DE reached customer location, and order delivered. The key states of the
system are: DE is free, DE is busy, order is active, order is getting packed, order is marked ready, order
is completed.
This simulation framework is helpful to reproduce, compare with historical data, and answer various
what-if questions.
2.2 Optimization Framework
In this section, the overall optimization (i.e., MDPDPTW problem) is split into two stages, viz. LM
delivery optimization and FM delivery optimization, to handle the scale, complexity, waiting time issue,
and the trade-off between CPD and CX. The LM delivery optimization is achieved through solving a Pickup
Delivery Problem with Time Windows (PDPTW) that minimizes the CPD. This optimization returns a set of
routes (aka batches) of orders. The FM delivery optimization problem is handled through a multi-objective
assignment problem. The FM delivery optimization tries to assign nearby DEs to a batch that minimizes
the FM distance and waiting time at the store. Further, FM optimization ensures timely delivery of the
order to maximize CX.
2.2.1 LM Delivery Optimization
Two variants of VRP for LM optimization viz. static PDPTW (aka batching till assignment) and Dynamic
PDPTW (DPDPTW) are tried out in this paper. The DPDPTW problem is performed till DE arrival at
the store (i.e., batching till arrival). The static PDPTW considers all unassigned orders (i.e., the fresh
orders received in current cron and previously unassigned orders) and perform routing of these orders.
It is noted that the more orders we receive, the more feasible route combinations are created. Hence,
the PDPTW problem can find a more optimal solution with a higher-order volume. The DPDPTW (aka
batching till arriving) problem is motivated based on this intuition. In the DPDPTW problem, the routing of
already assigned orders is explored with the new incoming orders by keeping a partial sequence of the route
unchanged. The reason for locking a partial sequence (say, S2 −→ S3 ) of the route (S2 −→ S3 −→ C3 −→ C4 )
is to resolve any DE communication problem. Once a DE is assigned, the DE starts travelling towards the
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Figure 3: Conceptual diagram of simulation framework of on-demand grocery delivery.

Figure 4: Timeline view of on-demand grocery delivery.
store, so the next pickup task (or set of tasks within next t minutes ) of the route is locked and remaining
tasks are free to get reshuffled. This node locking can be done using the applylocks method on Google
OR-Tools.
The LM delivery optimization problem is solved and compared using two approaches: (i) PDPTW
(when we solve the problem batching till assignment) and (ii) DPDPTW (when we solve the problem
batching till arrived and initialize with the previous solution). This problem is implemented in Python
using Google OR-Tools routing optimizer (https://developers.google.com/optimization).
We are unsure about the DE location and fleet capacity for the time slot in the LM optimization
stage. Figure 5 shows a virtual depot (say 0) is assumed where all DEs are located. LM optimization
has a set of pickup (stores) and drop (customer) locations (see directed arcs). We assume the distance
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Figure 5: Conceptual diagram for PDPTW (Source: https://developers.google.com/optimization/routing/
pickup delivery).
from the virtual depot to any pickup location as a constant parameter viz. DE independent FM and
from any drop location to the depot is 0. The travel time from the virtual depot to any pickup location is
based on the DE independent FM distance, DE speed, and estimated assignment time. The decision variable is
(
1, if DE k visits location j immediately after location i
xi, j,k =
0, otherwise.
For the objective function, the classic VRP model minimizes the total distance travelled or a weighted
combination of the total distance travelled and the maximum length of a route (ensuring every vehicle will
travel a similar distance). As the payout scheme for grocery stores is not a linear function of the distance or
the time, the node-to-node distance matrix is modelled as a replica of the CPD. Further, a longer distance
(as payout schemes compensate for the same) travel is preferable over the use of more drivers. With O2P
prediction models, most of the orders will be ready to pick up at stores. Hence, a DE can pick up multiple
orders from a store by spending service time on just one order. This gives significant savings in waiting
time and hence in CPD. However, at the drop locations or different pickup locations, the DE has to spend
a specific service time. We denote the total number of DEs by “K” and the total number of nodes (pickup,
drop, and depot) by “N”. Table 1 shows the edge cost function based on the type of nodes connected to
the edge.
Table 1: Node to node cost matrix.
From Node

To Node

VRPCost

Depot
Pickup1
Pickup 1
Pickup
Drop
Drop
Drop

Pickup
Pickup 1
Pickup 2
Drop
Drop
Pickup
Depot

Constant FM Cost + Store Service time cost
0
Travel Distance Cost+ Store Service time cost
Travel Distance Cost + Customer touchpoint cost
Travel Distance Cost + Customer touchpoint cost
Large Cost (10000)
0
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min Z =

∑ ∑ ∑ V RPCosti, j,k × xi, j,k

(1)

i∈N j∈N k∈K

Equation (1) shows the optimization objective as minimizing of the total route cost in a given cron.
The following practical business constraint and Time Windows (TW) constraints are used in the PDPTW
model:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Weight Constraint: DE can carry a maximum W kg weight.
Item Constraint: DE can have a maximum of It items.
Capacity Constraint: DE should not carry more than k orders at any point in time.
Constant service time per order spent at every customer and per batch at every store for pick up.
Item Group Constraint: Orders containing items from different batching groups should not be
batched. This is done by setting the node-to-node cost from different groups to a very large number
(10,000) to make batching among them infeasible.
6. Last In First Out (LIFO) Constraint: Few orders contain items that can be batched only when
picked last and delivered first. This can be handled by making all distances from the pickup node
of those orders very large so that it is directly routed to the drop node first.
7. Any rejected order from PDPTW should be activated immediately for assignment and removed
from future batching crons.
8. Time Window Constraints: See Table 2.
We define,
•
•
•
•

ready = 1 if order is marked ready, else 0;
assigned = 1 if the order is assigned, else 0;
lock = 1 if the order pickup node is locked, else 0.
α: A factor to approximate OpenStreetMap (OSM) distance by Haversine distance.
TTRS =

α × Haversine distance (DE’s current location to the store)
DE Speed

(2)

with TTRS being the expected time to reach a store from the current DE location.
It is noted that “revised SLA” is the predicted order-delivered-time based on the recent routing sequence.
“Safety Buffer (SB)” is the parameter intended to increase compliance by targeting a lower SLA than promised.
Table 2: Time windows.
Time Windows
Earliest Pickup Time (EPT)
Earliest Drop Time (EDT)
Latest Drop Time (LDT)
Latest Pickup Time (LPT)

On-Demand static/dynamic PDPTW
lock× (confirmed time+ expected time to reach store from current DE location+ service time)
+(1-lock)× max{(1-ready)× (ordered time+O2P)+current time× ready, current time}
EPT +LM+service time
lock× max{max{ordered time + SLA - SB, revised SLA}, EDT+1}
+(1-lock)× max(ordered time + SLA - SB, EDT + 1)
max(LDT - LM -service time, EPT + 1)

It should be noted that any infeasibility in time windows would result in the rejection of that order in
the PDPTW module and activated as a single order batch (see Constraint 7). However, any infeasibility
of TW constraints in the initial solution of the DPDPTW would make the whole problem infeasible.
Consequently, the optimization will fail. An exception handler algorithm is written to remove or update
the infeasible orders from the initial route to make the problem feasible. The primary reason for the TW
constraints’ infeasibility are prediction errors and disruptions (e.g., unexpected delay in assignment due to
DE unavailability, prediction error in O2P, etc.).
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For the solution algorithm, the popular savings algorithm (Clarke and Wright 1964) is used as a construction heuristic to find the initial solution. Afterwards, a meta-heuristic search algorithm (guided local search)
(Voudouris and Tsang 1999) is applied to improve the initial solution. As the final output, we provide the
batch ids, order ids, route sequence, and task completion time (i.e., pick up, drop) in the batch.
This paragraph discusses a JIT heuristic for postponing an order and a batch to leverage its optimal
batching potential till the promised SLA time. The generic, static, or dynamic PDPTW solution does not
guarantee that the last order in a batch will be delivered close to the SLA time (say 45 min). To ensure
the final order is delivered close to the SLA time, we propose the following heuristic. For every order in
a batch, based on the SLA (say 45 min), SB (say 5 min), and PDPTW recommended delivery time of
the order (say 30 min), calculate the buffer time (i.e., 45-5-30). Then, take the minimum buffer time of
all orders in the batch. Then, add this buffer time to the PDPTW recommended pickup time of the first
order in the batch. Finally, adjust for the “DE independent FM time” and expected assignment time (A2A)
to calculate the batch’s activation time. Hence, the activation time of a batch for assignment would be as
follows:
activation time = min(SLA − SB − recommended delivery time)
o∈O

(3)

+ recommended pickup time − A2A − DE independent FM time)
A batch is sent to the assignment model (i.e., FM optimization) only when the current time is more
than the activation time.
2.2.2 FM Delivery Optimization
The FM delivery problem is formulated as an multi-objective assignment problem, similar to Kottakki et al.
(2020). The terminologies and notations are kept similar to Paul et al. (2020). The parameters are:
A2Db,d : Assigned to Delivery time for batch b by DE d.
Wb,d : Waiting time for batch b by DE d.
O2Po : Order to Pick up time for order o.
Q : Factor accounts for the differences in travel and waiting time pay.
CXb,d : Customer Experience for batch b by DE d.
Famb,d : Familiarity of batch b and DE d.
OET : Order Elapsed Time.
AOV : Average Order Value.
Pb : Penalty of batch b based on the OET and AOV .
α, β : Parameters for penalty of batch b.
O2Do,d : O2D time for order o by DE d.
SLAo : SLA time for order o.
V : A factor to transform cost into time scale.
I : Monetary benefit from early shipping.
A, N : Used for scaling the monetary cost of delay.
The decision variable is
(
1, if batch b is assigned to DE d
xb,d =
0, otherwise
and the objective function is
Costb,d = A2Db,d − Q ×Wb,d −V ×CXb,d −V × Pb

(4)
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ˆ b = A2D
ˆ b − Q × Ŵb −V × CX
ˆb
Cost

(5)

Pb = AOV × min(α × e(β ×OET ) , 1)

(6)


I × 10

, delay ≤ −10



SLA − 10





 −I × delay
CX(delay, O2D) =
, −10 ≤ delay ≤ 0

O2D






0.1×delay


− A × delay × e
, delay > 0
N
A2Db,d = FMb,d +
| {z }
FirstMile

O2Do,d =

Wb,d
|{z}

Max(O2Pb )−FMb,d −O2Ao,d

+ LMb,d
| {z }

(8)

LastMile

+A2Do,d

O2Ao,d
| {z }

(7)

(9)

Order to Assignment

min Z =

ˆ b × (1 − ∑ xb,d )
∑ ∑ Costb,d × xb,d + ∑ Cost
b∈B d∈D

b∈B

(10)

d∈D

The following constraints apply:

∑ xb,d

≤ 1,

∀d∈D

(11)

≤ 1,

∀b∈B

(12)

∈ {0, 1} ∀ b ∈ B, d ∈ D

(13)

b∈B

∑ xb,d
d∈D

xb,d

Equation (4) represents the cost of assigning a DE d to a batch b combining CPD and CX. Equation
(5) represents the cost of not assigning a batch b in the current cron. The parameters (denoted with hat)
in Equation (5) are estimated as an average of the existing edges. Equation (6) denotes the penalty of
not assigning a batch based on the elapsed time and order value. Equation (7) represents the customer
experience for a given delay in the order. The objective function (Equation (10)) is the trade-off between
the cost of assigning a batch in the current cron vs not-assigning in the current cron. The constraints
(Equations (11) and (12)) are straight forward and ensuring that a batch is assigned to only one DE and
vice-versa.
3

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The whole simulation framework is implemented in Python using the open-source simulation package
SymPy (Matloff 2008). The LM and FM optimizations are implemented using the open-source Google
OR-Tools and PuLP, respectively.
For this experiment, we have considered a sample set of real order from a zone. The model parameters
are set based on a business understanding or historical data. We mask some of the business-sensitive
parameters (e.g., O2P, W, It, service time, cron time, A2A) for confidentiality. Similar to Paul et al. (2020),
we have chosen Safety Buffer (SB) = 5 minutes, LM-Optimization run time = 30 seconds, DE Speed = 12
kmph, Q = 0.2, V = 0.6, I = 50, A = 500, N = 2000, α = 1.3. We fixed the maximum batch size k as 3
for this experiment. The CPD is defined as a function of FM distance, LM distance, Waiting Time, and
customer touch point pay.
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Table 3 shows the simulation results comparing two variants of PDPTW with the Base Case in terms of
key business metrics. The Base Case is simulated based on the existing algorithm used for LM optimization.
We limit the paper’s scope to use Base Case only for comparison and validation purpose and, hence, not
discuss it in detail. The business-critical metrics are shown in the form of relative increase (i.e., gain) or
decrease (i.e., savings) compared to the Base Case. Both static and dynamic variants of PDPTW models are
compared against the Base Case for two different settings of the SB parameter and for the same number of
orders. The effect of SB parameter variation on any particular model is intuitive. As the Safety Buffer (SB)
increases, the system target SLA decreases. Consequently, the SLA compliance increases (e.g., -12.87 % to
-3.72 % for 2 minutes increase in SB in the PDPTW model), but at the cost of higher CPD (e.g., 11.07 % to
6.17 % for 2 minutes increase in SB in the PDPTW model). The comparison between Base Case, PDPTW
(SB =5 min), and DPDPTW (SB =5 min) shows that the PDPTW gives the best CPD (11.07 % savings),
whereas the DPDPTW gives the best SLA compliance (5.77 % gain). Further, there is a significant saving
in waiting time through the JIT heuristic.
Table 3: Comparison of PDPTW variants.

Batch Size (% Increase)
DE Used (% Decrease)
Batching (% Increase)
O2D Time (% Decrease)
FM Time (% Decrease)
waiting time (% Decrease)
LM Time (% Decrease)
Compliance (% Increase)
FM Distance (% Decrease)
LM Distance (% Decrease)
CPD (% Decrease)
Assigned Effeciency (% Increase)

PDPTW
(SB = 3 min)

PDPTW
(SB = 5 min)

DPDPTW
(SB = 3 min)

DPDPTW
(SB = 5 min)

14.43
12.03
7.95
-7.60
3.55
29.60
9.18
-12.87
9.66
11.59
11.07
12.97

3.09
3.80
1.22
-6.75
-10.66
26.35
4.77
-3.72
-3.59
6.07
6.17
6.65

10.82
3.80
3.98
-3.32
-10.15
14.80
10.23
0.34
8.23
12.95
9.80
9.49

-12.37
-12.66
-21.10
-5.57
-38.58
11.55
-0.70
5.77
-17.73
-0.91
-1.48
-2.85

Therefore, SB for DPDPTW is reduced to 3 minutes from 5 minutes and this variant gives the best CPD
and CX (i.e., compliance). The gain in compliance and savings in CPD is 0.26 % and 9.8 %, respectively.
The PDPTW with SB = 3 minutes performs very poorly in terms of compliance (12.87 % decrease). The
CX and CPD gains lower than the Base Case are not acceptable. Hence, we primarily compare Base
Case, PDPTW (SB = 5 min), and DPDPTW (SB = 3 min). Among the three models, the DPDPTW has
the highest batching percentage, average batch size, compliance, lower LM, and lower CPD. This better
compliance is possible in the DPDPTW, because of its ability to reshuffle batches till the last moment
before DE arrival at the store. This enables to break off any bad batches that may breach the SLA. The
Assigned Efficiency (AE) metric denotes the average number of orders delivered per assigned hour. The
AE indicates that DPDPTW being the most efficient algorithm.
Figure 6a compares the delay distribution of all models. This indicates that PDPTW (SB=5 min) and
DPDPTW (SB=3 min) have a very similar distribution, but the DPDPTW has a relatively sharp decay in
the positive delay axis. Figure 6b shows that the majority of waiting time probability mass lies between
two and four minutes. Base Case and DPDPTW (SB = 3 min) have a similar distribution.
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Figure 6: Comparison of delay and waiting time.
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SUMMARY

A Discrete Event Simulation framework and a two-stage optimization model have been developed in this
paper for the on-demand e-grocery delivery problem. The two-stage optimization model comprises an
LM-optimization and an FM-optimization module. The proposed optimization model has experimented
with real order data in simulation. The LM optimization problem is modelled using two variants of the
PDPTW problem, viz. static and dynamic. Further, a JIT heuristic is developed to minimize the waiting
time at the store. The DE assignments to batches are handled through the FM optimization by trading off
between the CPD and CX. The simulation results showed that the JIT heuristic saves significant waiting
time. Further, the PDPTW variants significantly reduce the average LM distance per order. Consequently,
the 9.8 % saving in CPD is possible without compromising on compliance (CX). This gain is achieved
through the dynamic variant of PDPTW (i.e., DPDPTW) with a safety buffer of three minutes. The
DPDPTW model considers the system’s current state and locks some of the tasks scheduled within the
next few minutes. The DPDPTW reshuffles the non-fixed tasks and orders in a batch until the DE arrives
at the store. This process helps in optimizing the batches (i.e., routes) further in terms of CPD and CX.
The proposed model can handle the current scale of orders and provide a real-time solution. The model
is getting implemented in production. As future work, we are trying to build intelligence for handling large
scale orders within the proposed framework as the business grows.
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